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Absolute Measurement of the Subcriticality
Based on the Third Order Neutron Correlation

in Consideration of the Finite Nature of Neutron Counts Data
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We have studied a measurement of subcriticality by using the neutron correlation method. Furuhashi
proposed an absolute measurement of subcriticality by using the third order neutron correlation factor X in
addition to the second order neutron correlation factor Y. In actual experiments, the number of neutron counts
data is not infinity so that we take the effect of the finite nature of the neutron counts data into account. We
derived new formulas in consideration of the number of data and verified them.
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1. Introduction investigation performed by the Monte Carlo
simulations will be reported.

From the viewpoint of the criticality safety,
measurement of the subcriticality is one of the most 2. Theory
important subjects in reactor physics. Among various
techniques developed so far, we have paid attention 2.1 Principle of subcriticality determination
to the Furuhashi's technique') that can evaluate the In the V-to-M technique, the mean m(7) and the
absolute value of subcriticality, because it does not variance v(.T) are defined as,
require any special experimental equipments, such as m(T) (C(T)) , (1)
the pulsed neutron source 2,3) or the 252Cf installed
ionization chamber), except for a stationary v(T) ((C(T) - m(T)y), (2)
extraneous neutron source and an ordinary neutron
detector.

The Furuhasbi's technique was developed on the where C(7) is the neutron counts with respect to a
basis of the variance-to-mean (V-to-M) technique'). counting gate width T and x) means the expected
In the Furuhashi's technique, in addition to the value of x. By using m(T) and v7), the Y value,

which means a neutron correlation factor of second
conventional V-to-M ratio Y, the third order neutron order, is defined as follows 5)

correlation factor X as a function of the counting gate
width is also evaluated by measuring the neutron Y(T) =_ vT - . (3)
counts repeatedly. By using the simple theoretical m(T)
formulas derived by Funihashi and Izumi, one can Assuming the one energy group of neutrons and
obtain the absolute value of subcriticality from the the one-point reactor approximation without delayed
saturation values of Y and X. neutrons, the theoretical expression of Y for a

However, the Y value measured in an actual subcritical system with an extraneous stationary
experimental condition is biased because of the fite neutron source can be derived as follows:
nature of neutron counts data, so that simple -aT ).

conventional theoretical formula is not appropriate yq) Y I I-e (4)
for analyzing the Y value measured in an actual aT
experiments). Furthermore, it was demonstrated by By fitting Eq. 4) to measured Y), one can evaluate
the authors that the X value was also biased due to
the finite nature of data 7). Therefore, we devised new the two kinds of the parameters, i.e. the saturation
definitions for Y and X to eliminate the effect of the value Y. and the prompt neutron decay constant a.
finite nature of data as much as possible. Theoretical expressions of Y. and a can be derived

In the present paper, the advantages of the newly as,
defined Y and X will be illustrated and then the Y. Ad Af ((V - 1)) I P (5)

a 2 (q)(+ -
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where Ad is the probability that one neutron is X3 = v)(v(v - 1)(v - 2))(-jo)
detected per unit time, /if the probability that one
neutron causes the fission reaction per unit time, v Y.2 (V(V _ 1)2

the number of neutrons emitted by one fission event, (v�(q(q - 1)(q - 2)

q the number of neutrons generated by one + (q)(v(v - 1)(v - 2� (- P (13)
extraneous source event and (-p) the subcriticality. X
One can find from Eqs. (5) and 6) that the absolute (v)(q(q - )) 2

value of subcriticality cannot be determined directly I (q)(v(v - )) (- P
from measured Y. and a even if all the factorial
moments of v and q, i.e. (v), q), (+ - 1)) and one can obtain the absolute value of subcriticality by
(q(q-1)), are available, because d remains to be fitting Eqs. 4) and 9) to measured ) and X(T) if
unknown. statistics of q and v are known.

To overcome this problem, Furuhashi and Izumi It is possible to take the spatial effect into account.
introduced the X value, which means a third order Considering the only the spatial fundamental mode,
neutron correlation factor'). The X value is defined as we can obtain the following relationships
follows: corresponding to Eqs. 12) and 13) in a bare

X(T) s(T) v(T) homogeneous subcritical systems).
-- 3 2
m(T) m(T) (7) (v)(q(q - 1)) S,

X- I + _ P
s(T) 1) 3 vT - ) 3Y. 2 (q)(v(v - ])� S, f (y,, (r) dr

m(T)

where s(T) is the third order moment of neutron (14)

counts with respect to T, X3. (v)(v(v - 1)(v - 2))(- p)

s(T) =- ((C(T - m(T)y (8) Y. 2 (V(V _ 2

Introducing the same assumptions for the Y value, I f (y,( (r))4 dr +(v)(q(q - 1)(q - 2) S3 P

Furuhashi and Izumi derived the theoretical X (q)(v(v - 1)(v - 2) S,

expression for expected value of X as follows: If §v. r)) d + (v)(q(q - 1)) S (- P 2

X(T = X2. (I 2 e-aT (q)(Y(v - 1)) S,

aT ) (15)

X3.(I 3 - 4e -aT + e-2 (9)

2aT

S, S(r) V/0 (r))k dr (16)

3 1,2,�I(V(V _ ))' (v)(q(q I

X.. + P) where Sr) is a spatial distribution of extraneousa 4
neutron source and y/o(r) is the spatial fundamental

mode.
(10)

Ad 2� V(V - lXv - 2 2.2 Estimate of Y and X values by sample variance

XI. 3 and third order moment
a (I 1) In the previous section, we stated that the absolute

(v)(q(q - lXq - 2) value of subcriticality can be obtained by fitting Eqs.

X �1+ lXv - 2) (4) and 9) to measured ) and X7). However, it
was pointed out that the Y and X values were biased

where X2. and X3. are the saturation values of X. in an actual experimental condition because the mean
m(7), the variance vT) and the third order moment

Therefore, from the following relationships, s(l) were usually calculated as the sample mean
U(T), the sample variance vs(T) and the sample third

X2- + (v)(q(q - P order moment ss(T),

3Y. 2 (q)(v(v - (12) - I N
C (T) - I C, (T) , (17)

N
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A XI A
V,(T)= Z(C,(T)-E(T)y, (18)

N 3 - 4e-x + e-x
2x

Ss (T) N (C (T - Z�(T) I (19) I 1-e-x (I-ell-e-' I+e--'y-- E - 33- - 1+
N =1 y X XY 2( + ex

where QT) is the i-th neutron counts (i = 1 2 2 3 - 4e-"l + e-2xy
with respect to the counting gate width T and N the + -
number of neutron counts data. Thus, the Y and X y2 2Xy

values are obtained as the Ys and Xs values that are (26)

defined by using the sample variance vs(7) and the One can see that the theoretical expressions of Ys and
sample third order moment ss(7) as, Xs values, namely Eqs. 22) and 24), include the

Ys (T) a v-s (T - (20) additional terms which originate from the number of
C (T) neutron counts data N. If N goes to infinity, Eqs. 22)

and 24) become identical to conventional expression

Xs(T) = ss(T) - 3 vs(T 2 (21) Eqs. 4) and 9).
C (T) C (T)

When only T goes to infinity in Eqs. 22) and 24),

Recently Wallerbos and Hoogenboom derived the 1ini(Ys(T))=Y. I-- -- (27)1 T-�. N N'
theoretical expression for te expected value of Ys as
folloWS6) :

lim (Xs (T))= X, + X, I
(Vs (T) I N N

(s(T (C=-(T)) - (28)

(22) 6Y I--
I N N

Yf. (aT, N) - -
N From Eqs. 27) and 28), one can see that if N is not

I-e-' I I-e-'y enough large, this effect is not negligible. Therefore,
A (XY) 1 (23) under such condition, the saturation values of Y and

X XY X are underestimated compared to the expected

values by the conventional theoretical expressions,

On the other hand, the theoretical expression for the Eqs. 4) and 9).

expected value of Xs was derived as folloWS7): 2.3 Unbiased estimate of Y and X values by

(vs(T)) unbiased variance and third order moment
(Xs T)) 3 2 In the present study, we devised new definitions for

(Z�(T)) Y and X to eliminate the effect of the finite nature of

X 2-A(aTN) + X3J(aTN), (24) neutron counts data as much as possible. For this

6 Yf, (aT, N) + 2 reason, we introduced the unbiased variance vu(7)
N N 2 and unbiased third order moment su(7) instead of

vs(T) and ss(T) as,

V.(T) a (C, (T - U(T)y , (29)
A (XI A

1 + e-' - 2 e-' N

X Su (T) N - (C, (T - U(T)y . (30)

3 ex - 4 I-e- - 2 - exy xe-x t - (N - IXN 2 l=�

y X XY I - e-' The Yu and Xu value are defined by using unbiased

2 - e'y values vu(T) and su(7) as,

+ 7( 1 + e-1 - 2 XY Y,(T) = Vu(T) - 1, (31)

(25) (T)

Xu (T = SUM -3 vu(T) 2. (32)
U(T) C(T)
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and the expected values of Yu and Xu were derived In Table 1, v is the neutron velocity, the
as follows: macroscopic scattering cross section, Ef the

macroscopic fission cross section, E, the macroscopic(vu(T))(Yu (T) = (C- - I the macroscopic(T)) (33) capture cross section and Ed
detection cross section. It should be noted that all of

Yfl(aT, N) the neutron capture were regarded as the neutron
detection. The notations of Af and Ad are defined as

(Xu (T) (Su(T)) 3(Vu(T))+2 follows:

= T(-T)) - 7T)-) (34) A = Ef , (40)

Xj,(aT, N) + Xj,(aT, N) Ad = Ed' (41)

- Y
fi(x' Y) Y-I f X, Y) (35) We assumed that the fissile material consisted of

2 only 235U . Then, the probability of emission of v

AI(X, Y) Y A X, Y) (36) neutrons by one fission event, Pf (v) , could be
(y - Xy - 2 approximated by te binomial distributions) I

Y 2 A P (V = - V! (2.474 1 - 2.474 )'-'. (42)
A (X, Y) (y 1)(y 2) (X, Y) (37) �!(5-v)!� 5 )V( 5

One can find that Eqs. 33) and 34) are smpler than Furthermore, the probability of emission of q
Eqs. 22) and 24). neutrons by one source event of 252Cf neutron source,

P,(q) , was also approximated by the binomial

If T goes to infinity, Yu and Xu approach to their distributions),

saturation values that do not include N, P� (q = - q! (3.876 )q(l _ 3876 )7-q. (43)

lim(Yu(T) = Y., (38) 7T!7 7,1. 7 7
T-+w We assumed that a Multi Channel Scaler (MCS)

was used for accumulating of successive neutron

lim(Xu(T))= X, + X, . (39) counts data. Its fundamental gate width and number
of count gates with respect to To are also assumed to
be To and No, as shown by Fig. 1. In order to avoid

These results are obtained since the unbiased values repeating calculation with different gate widths, we
vu(7) and su(7) are used for definition of Y and X. used bunching techniques). This technique requires

3. Monte Carlo Simulation the addition of successive i count-gates to obtain the
time series data corresponding to a longer gate width

To investigate the behavior of Ys, Xs, Yu and Xu T = iTo (i = 23,4 ... ). Therefore the nmber of gates
values due to the finite nature of neutron counts data, with respect to T, namely N, is in inverse proportion

we carried out Monte Carlo simulations on a neutron to i as follows:
correlation experiment that used a 52Cf spontaneous N N, (44)
neutron source in an infinite homogeneous system i Ihmn .

without delayed neutrons. The one-group constants To get the high precision values of Ys, Xs, Yu and
for four subcritical states (k = 099 095 090, 0.80) Xu, the simulations of MCS measurements are
used in the simulations are listed in Table 1. repeated M times. Table 2 shows No, To and M used

Table I One-group constants for Monte Carlo in the simulations.

simulation
neutron

V (cm/s) 1, (1/cm) Er (1/cm) E, (1/cm) detection I I -------------

1-395 x lo' 9.3 94 X t 0-' 1.530 X 0-' 0 1 1 --------------------

I:d 0/CM) TO Al, counting gates

k = 099 k = 095 k = 090 k = .80 Fig. I Measurement of neutron counts by multi

2.293 X I -' 2.454 x IO 2.676 x 10-2 3.202 x I _' channel scaler MCS)
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Table 2 No, To and Mused in the simulations Figures 4 and show the results of those for Yu

No To (s) M and Xu. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is found that both

k = 099 250 4000 present and conventional theoretical curves agree

k = 095 50 20000 well with the results of Monte Carlo simulations.
k = 090 4000 25 40000 Therefore, it seems that we can almost eliminate the

effect of the number of data and conventional
= .80 1 10 100000 formulas are available for fitting analysis.

Above discussions hold true for the results of Ys,
4. Results and discussions Xs, Yu and Xu simulated at other subcritical states.

4.1 The effect of finite nature of neutron counts 6DO . Monte Carlo
data --- corventional theoreticalpr sent theoretical cur
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of Monte Carlo 500

simulation and theoretical curves for Ys and Xs when 4W
k = 095. From Figs. 2 and 3 it is found that the
present theoretical curves, agree well with the results
of Monte Carlo simulations, but the conventional .? 3W
ones differ from the results of Monte Carlo 200
simulations as the gate width increases, i.e. N
decreases. Therefore conventional formulas of Y and 100
X are not applicable to fitting analysis, and the effect
of the finite nature of data must be taken into 0 -J10-2 lo-, lo, lo,

account. T Ns]

Fig. 4 Example results of Yu (k = 095)

- Mont Carlo 8000001W ----- conventional theoretical curve . Monte Carlo
present theoretical curve ----- conventional theoretical curveSoo ------ 700000 present theoretical curve

60000D400
500000

300
,,P 40DOOO

200 300000

200000100
100000

0
lo-, la-, 1� � 101 lo, 0

lo-, lo-, 10, lo,

T Ns)
Fig. 2 Example results of Ys (k 0.95) Fig. Example results of Xu (k = 095)

NDnt:,Garlo
7000DO --.-- conv tional theoretical curve

present theoretical curv 4.2 Estimate of subcriticality by using Yu and Xu

6000DO In the case of Ys and Xs, the present theoretical

50WW formulas must be used for fitting analysis, and
conventional ones are not available. On the other

4WM hand, in the case of Yu and Xu, it seems that both

30M formulas are available for fitting analysis. In this
section, we discuss the results of subcriticality

20M
estimated by using Yu and Xu. Table 3 shows the

lo= results of subcriticality, which were estimated by

0 fitting the conventional formulas or present ones to
lo-, lo-, lo, lo, lo, Yu and Xu simulated at each subcritical state. From

T Ns] Table 3 we can see that the results of subcriticality

Fig. 3 Example results of Xs (k = 095) obtained by both formulas are nearly equal to
theoretical value.
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Figure 6 shows the ratios of present theoretical References
curve to conventional one when k = 095. From Fig. 6,
we can see that the present theoretical curves are not I A. Furuhashi and A. Izumi, "Third moment of
much deference than conventional ones. These results the number of neutrons detected in short time
hold true for other critical states. Therefore, we can intervals," J. Nucl. Sci. Technol., 5, 48-59
use conventional formulas are available for fitting (1968).
analysis, if Yu and Xu are measured. 2) N. G. j6strand, "Measurements on a subcritical

reactor using a pulsed neutron source," Arkiv f6r
Fysik, 11, 233-246 1956).

Table 3 Estimate of subcriticality for Yu and Xu 3) B. E. Simmons and J. S. King, "A pulsed neutron
(a): By fitting the conventional fortnulas. technique for reactivity determination," Nucl. Sci.
(b): By fitting the present fortnulas. Eng. 3 595-608 1958).

(-p) (01.AkA) 4) J. T. Mihalczo, V. K. Pard, G. L. Ragan, M. V.

theoretical value (a) (b) Mathis and G. C. Tillett, "Determination of
k 099 1.010 1.517 1.435 reactivity from power spectral density

measurement with califomium-252," Nucl. Sci.
k = 095 5.263 5.151 5.081 Eng., 66, 29-59 1978).

k = 090 11.11 11.20 11.12 5) R. P. Feynman, F. de Hoffinann and R. Serber,
k = .80 25.00 25.26 25.14 "Dispersion of the neutron emission in U-235

fission," J. Nucl. Energy, 3 64-69 1956).
6) E. J. M. Wallerbos and J. E. Hoogenboom, The

1. ON) forgotten effect of the finite measurement time
on various noise analysis techniques," Ann. Nucl.

0 98 Energy, 25, 733-746 1998).
7) Y. Kitainura, T. Endo, Y. Yamane, T. Misawa

.41

0 0.996- and H. Unesaki, "Absolute measurement of the
G)> subcriticality by using te tird order moment ofY

41 :3 0. 994 the number of neutrons detected," PHYSOR
C -
10 2002, Seoul, Korea, October 710 2002).
2!.O 0.992
CL+- 8) S. Ukai, S. Takeda. and S. Yamada "AC

4- 'D generalized analysis of Rossi-a experiment," J.0 C 0.9900
41- 0 Nucl. Sci. Technol. 2 355-362 1965).

0

41 0. 988 9) B.C. Diven, H.C. Martin and J. Terrerll,
lo-, 10-1 lo, to, "Multiplicities of fission neutrons," Physical

T Ns] Review, 101, 1012-1015 1956).

Fig. 6 The ratios of present theoretical curve to 10) T. Misawa, S. Shiroya and K. Kanda,
conventional one for Yu and Xu (k = 095) "Measurement of prompt neutron decay constant

and large subcriticality by the Feymnan-a
method," Nucl. Sci. Eng., 104,53-65 1990).

5. Conclusion

We derived new formulas for the neutron
correlation factor Y and X in consideration of the
finite nature of neutron counts data. By using the
Monte Carlo simulations, we verified the finite nature
of data for Y and X. If Y and X are estimated by
using the sample variance and the sample third order
moment, the effect of the number of data is not
negligible, so that conventional formulas are not
appropriate and present ones must be used for fitting
analysis. On the other hand, if Y and X are estimated
by using the unbiased variance and the unbiased third
order moment, we can eliminate the effect of the
number of data as much as possible, so both
conventional and present fonnulas are available for
fitting analysis.
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